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INTRODUCTION
B2B data is highly valuable to
your business. Like the baseball
insiders in the film Moneyball
who thought they knew who the
best players were based on
long-standing ideas, many
companies think they already
know who their customers are.
But just as Brad Pitt brought a
financially disadvantaged
baseball team to victory by using
statistical analysis, you can
reach more people and grow
your business with data.
Data is the only way to connect with the people that need your product or service. Whether
email addresses, phone numbers, office/premise addresses, or even social media accounts,
data is the key to unlocking your marketing potential – and your future growth.
And it can’t just be any data. It needs to be high quality data: accurate, up-to-date, thorough.
No matter how fantastic your marketing campaigns, if they are targeted at the wrong people
they will fail – and your business will suffer as a result.
Often, businesses spend a lot of time and money on their marketing campaigns but then treat
the data that is required to fulfill them as an afterthought. So, if you campaigns are not working – if no one is answering your calls, clicking on your emails or responding to your mailings –
it may be down to who you are sending them to rather than what you are sending.
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Whether you’re considering purchasing B2B data for
the first time or have already decided that doing so will
benefit your business, there are a number of questions
that need to be answered. Indeed, it’s not as simple as
buying a list – it’s important to really educate yourself
about the entire process. And it’s also a good idea to
think about how you will use the data after you’ve
purchased it.
In this e-Book, we will help you navigate the path to
successfully purchasing the data that will serve your
organisation and business goals. Good-quality,
targeted data can have a hugely positive impact on
your sales and marketing, helping you to cut costs and
increase leads.

“

People […] operate
with beliefs and
biases. To the extent
you can eliminate both
and replace them with
data, you gain a clear
advantage.

“

The more “good data” you have,
the better you will understand
your audience and the better
you will be able to solve their
problems and meet their needs.
But what if you don’t have the
data and analytical skills you
need? Or what if you want to
extend and refine your current
database? A good B2B data
provider could offer the solution
and skills you’re looking for.

Michael Lewis,
Moneyball: The Art of Winning
an Unfair Game

We will look at the current state of the data industry and consider why it often suffers from a
poor reputation. We will go on to look at what a B2B data provider does and how you can avoid
potential pitfalls when buying a data list. Then, we will outline what a good B2B data provider
looks like – and how you can identify one to work with. And finally, we will address how you
should use the important information they provide to you.
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THE STATE OF THE
DATA INDUSTRY.

This situation has arisen because the way
people make purchases has changed –
individuals will now usually carry out research
before parting with their money. In a 2018
survey*, 45 percent of B2B buyers are spending
more time researching purchases compared to
last year. As a consequence, you need to
ensure that you not only target the right people
but that you also show up during their research
process.
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SO YOU NEED DATA.
But you need the right data. Writing on
Forbes, Ilya Pozin says: “Companies today
‘want’ lots of data and analytics, but what
they really ‘need’ is the right data that will
help them better serve clients and increase
profits.”
A data provider can help you get that data.
However, you may have heard some negative things about these organisations, such
as:
They provide bad quality data
They’ll get your IP address and/or
domain name blacklisted by ISPs
Using their data will damage your
reputation
They’ll get you fined by the Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO)
But it doesn’t have to be that way.

“

45 percent of B2B
buyers are spending
more time researching
purchases compared
to last year.

“

Marketing has changed. While
traditional tactics, such as
paid advertising, still work for
many industries there is more
and more emphasis on
specifically targeting the
people who are already
looking for your company’s
product or service. In this new
landscape, driving business is
dependent on connecting with
the right people at the right
time.
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THE ROLE OF A B2B DATA PROVIDER
So what does a B2B data provider actually do? We know that
they provide data – but how do they do that? Their business model
is focused on compiling records about individuals and businesses,
which are then classified according to certain criteria
A B2B data provider may get their data from one
– and often more – of the following sources:

DATA
LICENSING

REGISTERED
PUBLIC DATA

This information will be amassed into their own
database so, whether you want to connect with
more customers similar to those you have already
or completely different customers, a data
provider can help you get what you need.
When you choose to work with a provider, you
may be looking for a specifi c type of data – for
example, postal, email or telephone – or you
may want integrated data that will allow you to
adopt a multichannel approach when targeting
potential customers.
A provider may also offer other services, such
as data analysis, cleansing and optimising your
current database. For example, they may remove
incomplete, obsolete or illegal data, amend errors
and ensure that addresses are correctly
formatted.
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OTHER DATA
VENDORS

THE
INTERNET

These steps help to reduce costs and
increase response rates to your marketing
campaigns.
A good provider is also able to work with
you early in your planning process to help
make sure your marketing campaigns are
even stronger. Savvy companies don’t treat
data as an afterthought but recognise that
it goes hand in hand with creative and
strategic planning. As you can see, a data
provider can provide an invaluable service
to your organisation. However, if you make
the wrong choice, you could land yourself in
hot water.
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Not all data is the same. The fears
we discussed earlier are real – but
this doesn’t mean they have to
become reality. Nevertheless, it’s
good to be aware of the potential
pitfalls involved in purchasing
data – so that you can avoid them.

“

“

THE POTENTIAL PITFALLS
OF BUYING A DATA LIST

Essentially, it comes down
to ensuring you are using
the right data.

The PECR covers direct marketing, including
marketing by phone, fax, email, text or any
other type of “electronic mail”. However, it is
worth noting that there are slightly different
rules for B2C and B2B marketing. As the ICO
Problems tend to occur when you choose an
states: “In general, the rules on marketing to
irresponsible data provider who hasn’t taken the companies are not as strict.”
right steps to collect or verify their data. Sending
out marketing messages using “bad data” will
Essentially, it comes down to ensuring you
result in complaints from your recipients and a
are using the right data. For example, when
high number of bounces or postal returns. As a it comes to telemarketing, you should not
result of this:
contact anyone whose number is listed on

Your reputation could be damaged

the Telephone Preference Service (TPS) or
Corporate TPS (CTPS) – unless they have
specified otherwise

This is a very real possibility. In short, you run the
risk of being identified as a nuisance - thereby
You won’t achieve the
losing the respect and trust of both the new
results you’re looking for
people you’ve contacted and your current
customers.
At the end of the day, you purchase a data
list because you want to achieve a specific
You could break the law
goal. But, if you go about it in the wrong way,
you simply won’t fulfil your purpose. And you
In the UK, there are a number of rules in place
will have wasted money and potentially
to protect individuals and businesses against
besmirched your company’s standing in the
unsolicited marketing messages. These are
process. It’s simply not worth purchasing
outlined in The Privacy and Electronics
data from a provider that can’t prove their
Communications (EC Directive) Regulations
credentials or clearly declare their source of
2003 (PECR). They are derived from European
data, no matter how good a price they offer
law and sit alongside the Data Protection Act.
you, or how genuine they seem.
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HOW TO CHOOSE A GOOD
B2B DATA PROVIDER
So, with all that in mind, how can

you ensure you choose a good
B2B data provider? It’s important
to seek out a provider that will
work with you to get the best,
most targeted data for your
business – making your marketing
more successful and enabling
your business to grow as a result.

How often is your data updated?
B2B data decays at a scarily fast rate – and this
starts to happen as soon as it is collected. B2B
data can decay at a rate of over 40 percent a
year. Therefore, if your data provider doesn’t
regularly maintain and clean their lists, you will
end up with low response rates and your
campaigns will be less cost-effective.

How is the data sourced?
It is essential that you understand exactly
where the data you are purchasing is coming
from. A good data provider should be able to
tell you how they collect their data – and their
sources should stand up to scrutiny. If they
can’t provide the information you require,
under no circumstances should you do

“

If your data provider doesn’t
regularly maintain and clean
their lists, you will end up
with low response rates and
your campaigns will be less
cost-effective.

“

But how do you separate the wheat from the
chaff? Here are the key questions you need to
ask potential B2B data providers:

Are you registered with the Data
Protection Act?
All data providers in the UK are obligated to
register with the ICO and to collect data
both fairly and lawfully.

business with them.It’s simply not worth risking
your money and reputation on a provider that
cannot prove their credentials.
www.prospectiq.co.uk
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Are you registered with the Data &
Marketing Association (DMA)?
The DMA is a membership-only network of
over 1,000 companies – and Europe’s largest
marketing association. It offers industry best
practice guidelines, legal updates and all
members must adhere to the DMA code.
Regular events are held to promote innovation
and responsible marketing.

Do you have deliverability
warranties?
Can the provider verify that your marketing
messages will get to the people you are
targeting?
It’s unlikely that you will ever achieve a 100
percent deliverability rate as the variables are
too numerous. But your provider should have
deliverability warranties in place that demonstrate your direct mail and emails will get to
their intended recipients the majority of the
time.

What information is available for
each data record?
How much detail is included with the data?
For example, are you just given names of
employees or are you told more about their
role and other important information?
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“

It’s unlikely that you
will ever achieve a 100
per cent deliverability
rate as the variables are
too numerous. But your
provider should have
deliverability warranties
in place that demonstrate
your direct mail and
emails will get to their
intended recipients.

“

If your data provider says they are DMA
registered, it’s a good idea to directly check
whether they are listed on the DMA’s website.
It’s also vital to check their website for valid
contact information, such as a postal address
and a landline. Unscrupulous providers
often hide behind their websites and can be
uncontactable after the sale.
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Can the email address be linked to a
qualified trading postal address?

Are telephone numbers suppressed
against the TPS and CTPS and how
regularly does suppression take
place?
This is a really important question to ask. If you
breach these rules, you could end up being
fined by the Information Commissioner’s
Office up to 2 percent of your company’s
annual global turnover or €10m (whichever is
highest). For more serious data breaches this
can increase up to 4 percent of global annual
turnover or €20m – something you definitely
don’t want to experience!
Once you’ve ascertained that a data provider
meets these fundamental criteria, you can dig
a little deeper into their capabilities. It’s a good
idea to find out whether they can offer you a
bespoke service – will they work closely with
you to ensure that you get data that is tailored
to your marketing goals and wider business
strategy?
Will they help you to expand your targets in
a focused, intelligent way? This is known as
“profiling” or “penetration analysis” and
involves your data provider analysing your
current customers to find out what drives them
and what they have in common.
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“

Once you’ve ascertained
that a data provider meets
these fundamental criteria,
you can dig a little deeper
into their capabilities.

“

If data can be paired up in this way, you will
have the opportunity to orchestrate a multichannel campaign. It also acts as an additional
guarantee that the emails are more likely
to have been collected lawfully and not, for
example, scraped from the Internet.

This information can then be used to acquire
similar prospects from their own database,
to help boost your sales.
To do this, your data provider will look for
common trends and attributes and form a
detailed picture of the location, industry, size
and other characteristics of your customers.
They will then use this information to generate a select number of customer profiles or
buyer personas for your business. Finally,
they will source more prospects who fit into
these categories from their own records.
At this stage in the process, it’s also worth
speaking to a consultant. They can offer you
objective advice on the best way to use data
within your company and help you to choose
a provider that aligns with these goals.
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WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR
B2B DATA

Email
Projections show that by the end of 2019, we
can expect to see over 128 billion business
emails sent and received each day (The
Radicati Group). It is likely that, within your own
business, you receive lots of emails on a daily
basis. Therefore, it’s not only necessary to
target the right people with your emails – but
to maximise the chance that they will open
them too.
Write a compelling subject line – this is
the first thing your recipients will see –
it’s your opportunity to get your email
opened. The Data & Marketing
Association’s Email Best Practice Guide
suggests a number of different categories
to consider. As an example, you could use
<firstname> or <companyname> in the
subject line which can create uplift if not
overused, or allude to a benefit that
addresses a problem that the recipient
may have.
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“

Best practice guidelines
from the DMA advices
using the first name or
company name in the
subject line to increase
open rates.

“

You finally have your B2B data
– but now what should you do
with it? We could fill another
eBook with the answer to that
question. But, for now, let’s look at
a few suggestions for each of the
communication channels we have
discussed: email, telemarketing
and direct mail.

Send at the right time – analyse when your
emails are opened and ensure that future
campaigns are sent out at the best time.
The optimum time will vary according to
your industry and database, so it’s worth
implementing an A/B test for new campaigns and carefully analysing your results.
Offer great content – once a recipient has
opened an email, keep them engaged.
Ensure the copy is concise and interesting
and include an enticing call-to-action (CTA).
Brand your communication – recipients
choose whether to open an email based
on a number of factors - one of the most
important being who it’s from. So make
sure your email is clearly branded and that
the email is seen as coming from your
company’s domain.
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Telemarketing

Direct mail

Well-researched and well-planned
B2B telemarketing is one of the
most effective marketing assets a
company can employ, and is widely
welcomed by other businesses. Done in the
right way, it is possible to create an instant
rapport with potential customers over the
phone, thereby accelerating the sales
cycle.

Direct mail can often be a welcome change
from the many emails that businesses
regularly receive. Sending something tangible
can help your company stand out from the
usual deluge of emails.

Implement a clear pipeline – develop a
clear structure for your campaign, and
set goals for each call in the sequence,
culminating in the ultimate outcome
(appointment/ sale/ renewal, etc.)
Don’t give up too easily – you don’t want
to annoy people but, equally, it can
sometimes take a few attempts to get in
contact with someone. HubSpot advises
leaving 48-hour breaks between calls
and reaching out via email as well.
Be friendly – this may seem obvious.
However, just because someone needs
the product or service you provide, that
doesn’t mean they will purchase it if you
are aloof and unfriendly over the phone.
However, it’s important not to act like a
B2C telemarketer. Most B2B buyers
are receptive to telemarketing calls – it’s
their job to procure products for their
business. A structured, personalised and
professional approach to each call is
most likely to have a positive outcome.

“

“

Targeted, accurate and valuable
data can increase your sales and
marketing leads and save you
money across your business.
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Brand the envelope – when your letter drops
through the recipient’s letterbox it needs to
catch their attention. Plain envelopes look
boring and, more importantly, don’t tell
people anything about what’s inside. Being
open about your intentions is more likely to
gain the recipient’s trust.
Make it aesthetically appealing – if you’ve
gone to the effort to print and post your
direct mail, it’s worth making it look good.
Use images, break up the text wit subheadlines and bullet points and don’t go on
for pages and pages.
Send lumpy mail – lumpy mail breaks the
mould. Whether it’s a box, balloons or
food, lumpy mail captures the recipient’s
attention and helps to make your campaign
memorable. However, it’s important that your
message still comes across – a promotional
gimmick won’t be enough on its own.
Whether you focus on email, telemarketing,
direct mail, or a combination of the three, the
most important thing to remember is that the
marketing messages you send must be useful
and valuable to your target audience. Many
data providers can help you in this area by
offering a number of value-added services
that can help you to get the most from the
information you buy from them.
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CONCLUSION

However, a B2B data provider can be the
solution to your problems. By working in
partnership with you, they can help your
organisation to connect with the people
that really matter. Targeted, accurate and
valuable data can increase your sales and
marketing eads and save you money across
your business. And the insights you will gain
as a result will help you to further refine and
optimise your future marketing campaigns.
Yes, there are obstacles to navigate when
choosing a data provider but finding a
company that you can rely on is as simple
as doing your research and asking the right
questions. Many of the scary stories about
data arise from using unscrupulous vendors
and not sticking to the rules.
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“

Targeted, accurate and
valuable data can increase
your sales and marketing leads
and save you money across
your business.

“

As a B2B company, you require
data to reach the people that
need your product or service –
and to grow and meet youlong-term goals. If your contact
database is looking a little thin on
the ground, it can feel like you’re
not reaching your full potential.
Sending out campaigns without
the right data is like baking bread
without yeast: both will fall flat.
And that can be incredibly
frustrating.

When you decide to purchase B2B data, it’s a
good idea to speak to a consultant early on in
the process. They can help to allay any
concerns you have and provide unbiased
advice on the best approach to take and how
you can use the data once you have it. When
you find an excellent data provider to work with
ask what other services they can offer you.
The ideal partner will want your marketing
campaigns to be successful just as much as
you do.
The power of data can’t be underestimated. It’s
the fuel to your marketing efforts that will power
your campaigns and ensure you achieve your
goals. The better your data, the better your
engine will run. And, as a result, you will be able
to grow your business and reach more of the
people that need you.
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